DANCE & MUSiC
TEAM BUILDING

CORPORATE SONG
TEAM BUILDING - DANCE & MUSIC

KEY ASPECTS
• Communication
• Listening
• Rhythm
• Leadership
• Roles Division
• Coordination
• Emotion
• Fun
• Celebration
• Challenge

WHAT iS iT ABOUT?
This is what we define a long lasting team building activity.
Not in terms of time length of the activity itself, but for its outcome, reflection and endurance in the following weeks and months.
Corporate Song is the way to create a customized, personal and tailored Song on the company values, that will be written from
scratch by the attendees themselves. This is the first instance on which the importance of this format is built.
The enthusiasm and participation of the attendees in the composition of their own anthem! This is the best way to make yours the
business values in a fun way, your values into music.
Think about it. When you sing a song, you are making yours and giving your interpretation and imagination to lyrics that in one way or
the other, you are interiorizing.
Same process works for the Corporate Song format, as every team will end up singing a song that will stay in their memory and will always
reconnect them to a fun moment, related to the company values!
It’s a musical experience that gives free flow to creativity and interpretation of the company’s mission and vision.
You’ll be surprised to find out that months from now, you will still hear colleagues whistling around their anthem in the corridors of the
office or singing it with their team colleagues.
We take pride in saying that this team building can actually give birth to some work related experience that could last forever… Because
the song will be recorded!

HOW DOES iT WORK?
After briefing all the participants on the importance of using every minute of the activity to brainstorm, discuss, openly communicate,
listen and put creativity into action, we will gather all together to go through your company’s values and how the activity works.
Lead by professional musicians and music teachers, the teams will simply start with pen and paper as they will have to write their own
song.
Teams will be evaluated by our musicians on the creativity and skills in putting melody and rhymes to the lyrics, but they will also be
evaluated by our master on the teamwork, communication and dynamics among attendees that directed them to the creation of
the anthem.
After the singing role divisions and rehearsals, each team will be ready to record the track! The outcome is always fascinating.
While one single voice can result weak or a little bit out of tune, many voices put together can make a real difference… To the point
of sounding quite professional at times.
Everything can be customized upon request, however what we usually recommend in order to create an anthem commonly shared by
all the participants, is to select one soundtrack for everybody. Then each team will have to write and record their verses while the chorus
will be performed and recorded all teams together.
The company anthem will be a long lasting memory that, if you like, you can eventually use for future occasions as well!

LiP DUB
TEAM BUILDING - DANCE & MUSIC

KEY ASPECTS
• Projectuality
• Lateral Thinking
• Coordination
• Integration
• Sense-making
• Envisioning
• Collaboration
• Entertainment
• Positive Energy
• Talent

WHAT iS iT ABOUT?
Starting from the very beginning… What is a lip dub?
A lip dub is a type of music video that combines lip synching and audio dubbing to make a music video. It is made by filming
individuals or a group of people lip synching while listening to a song or any recorded audio, then dubbing over it in post editing with the
original audio of the song.
It is not easy, but not even too complicated if there is teamwork in the group!
Taking vantage of the pure entertainment given by the music, this team building format brings out the energy of every participant in
keeping up with the melody, the rhythm and lyrics to win the challenge. Everyone will find support in the team, because it’s not about
succeeding individually, but performing like a music band!
For instance, studying a song or choreography and shooting the perfect video, gives the opportunity to laugh freely, break the ice,
integrate who is new, create new friendly dynamics, release the stress, show to the others a different version of us.
Who is initially shy, will loosen up step by step as… Every team member will find strength in the other colleagues!
The outcome is lots of fun, which promotes a new bonding that everyone will take back into office… Together with a great music video
where the attendees are the stars!

HOW DOES iT WORK?
To be able to perform and be all on the same page, it is important from our side to welcome, introduce and explain the activity and final
expectations, because Lip Dub it’s not just a game, it’s a challenge to shoot the greatest company music video ever!
The format is made of 3 sessions:
The brainstorming, where all the teams will select a common suitable soundtrack or song
Filling the storyboard which will be of extreme importance for the choreography
… And finally, the shooting!
Always supported by our professional staff and master dancer, every team will prepare their performance, that will be edited and
put together as part of the company’s song!
There will be some rules and guidelines to follow, and every team will be evaluated not only of the final result, but especially on their
way of working together and connecting with the other members to understand weaknesses and strengths. Understanding each
other the base where to build the structure.
If requested by the company, we can provide material and costumes that will enhance the performance! Dressing up and putting a
little make up on can truly personalize even more a music video.
Once every team recorded their show, there will be a dedicated time for the final editing ad then… Ready to see the work of art! Besides the
fun day, the music video will be a long lasting memory of a great time outside of the work place.

TEAM ORCHESTRA
TEAM BUILDING - DANCE & MUSIC

KEY ASPECTS
• Listening
• Coordination
• Leadership
• Respect
• Emotion
• Fun
• Challenge
• Team Work
• Performance
REQUIREMENTS:
TIME: From 1 to 3 hours
LOCATION: A big lawn or an empty meeting room,
possibly soundproofed. Outdoor can work as well based
on the area and number of participants

WHAT iS iT ABOUT?
Some people say that Music is the Key and it’s very true, especially in a team building formula! Music is aggregation, experiencing
together art and learn from it.
What we propose, is an Orchestra solution where every participant will play a role and instrument to create a team melody.
The first great bullet point: Music is fun and doesn’t necessarily require specific skills, as we will provide fast learning instruments. The aim
is listening, respecting each other’s roles and keep the rhythm.
Naturally, at the beginning attendees will enjoy testing the instrument, go freestyle and produce different sonorities.
As the activity will be lead by a professional musician and related music facilitators, the team building will allow everyone to learn
interesting facts and methods for a great performance.
In just a few hours, what seemed just a group of colleagues trying out some random notes, can turn into a surprising tune!
There are two ways we can conduct the Orchestra team building:
- By choosing percussion instruments, that is in fact a quicker learning experience while still keeping the excitement of creating
Music and strong sense of rhythm.
- By choosing multiple instruments not just drums related, which would make the Orchestra experience fuller but more complex at
the same time.

WHAT ARE THE iNSTRUMENTS?
What instruments are available?
Team Orchestra will allow all participants to play an instrument. Which one will be determined by the group and its requirements!
It doesn’t matter if it’s your very first time or a you are a beginner. Throughout the support of professional staff and of course,
great team work among colleagues, the performance will truly be fun and successful.
The instruments available are:
- Drum pads
- Keyboard inclusive of music synthesizer to reproduce other sounds too
- Guitars
- Bass
- Percussions
and… Microphones for the singers!

HOW DOES iT WORK?
Our professional musician or music teacher, with the support of our master trainers, will be leading the team building.
After welcoming the group and giving a first presentation of the coming up engaging activity, participants will be split into teams. That’s
when based on the orchestra format selected, each participant will decide the instrument to use!
The format can be customized and modified based on the time frame available, scope of work and number of participants.
It can be organized as teams’ challenge, where every team will have to create their anthem, and perform it in front of everyone in
order to win.
Or a “total team work” among teams, where each group will learn a part of a melody which will be complete only when performed all
together.
The harmonic integration of every attendee’s performance, of each team towards the others and respecting rhythm and timings, will make
simple individual sounds turning into one music… Your music!
It is surely a fun occasion to laugh and create something different outside of your workplace!

X-FACTOR
TEAM BUILDING - DANCE & MUSIC

KEY ASPECTS
• Creativity
• Positive Competition
• Team Engagement
• Visual Thinking
• Communication
• Relationships
• Integration

WHAT iS iT ABOUT?
Out of all the different formats we offer in the music category, X Factor is the activity that can include every one of them, because it is up to
the team to decide what will be their strong point for their performance!
Like the famous Tv program, each team will bring on stage a show that represents them the most.
Always depending upon the company values, pillars, the mission and vision or the goal of the year, each team will have to work
their way to express a message.
This is a fun and extremely engaging team challenge, that through brainstorming and trust towards a mutual goal, will be transformed
into a song, a play, a dance or form of art the team believes in.
X Factor stimulates communication, integration, stress and time management, enhance the individual skills of every attendee to realize a
special company performance.
Everything will be evaluated by an attentive panel of judges that will determine which Team better represents your company’s X
Factor.
Besides being a fun and creative activity, everyone will be expected to take the challenge with their best attitude because the show will be
taken seriously. The result will be surprisingly amazing, because it gives to your colleagues the occasion to empower their own
personality in an entertaining contest!

HOW DOES iT WORK?
Our professional staff and expert master in music and dance, will welcome the group and explain what’s the final goal of the hours we will
spend together.
It is important that every team understands the meaning behind this activity, because X Factor is not just a game… Of course it is time to
have fun, but it’s also the opportunity to count on the team and become the company star!
Following the company vision or aim of your event, this type of team building will add value to your day and push all participants to reach
the extra mile and succeed expectations.
Once the group is divided in teams, there will be a brainstorming session where to discuss, choose and project the performance.
After that… That’s when the real fun begins!
It will take a few tries and more than one rehearsal to tune the team and reach the desirable outcome… But with the right focus and
energy, the result will be brilliant.
Like a proper show, it is great to organize such activity in a location that has a stage or a dedicated area for the performance.
Let’s keep in mind that for one day, the participants will be actual Artists!
With a sound system and all the necessary provided by YaYa or the event location, excitement will be all over the place when teams will be
singing, dancing, acting or sharing with the judges and public their artistic skills!
On request, a prize can be arranged to be given to the winning team.

MORE THAN UNEXPECTED
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